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So what do you do when your most anticipated edition of a game is barely an incremental update from a year ago? If you're SEGA, you release an extension kit for the more discerning customers out there. As before, the kit comprises a free game download, an exclusion zone, a handful of new additions, and also a
number of documents to help with your installation. Firstly, the game's online servers are restricted to just a single opponent, the English. PES 18 has been available since summer, but you need this exclusion zone to avoid the English desuetude that has crept up since the English Premier League took its annual
summer hiatus. Such is the lack of interest among its current users that their network servers are frequently hosting non-PES-related matches. Loading the English game into the exclusion zone will also unlock new intro and background footage (previously restricted to the Japanese and European editions). Then,

enjoy being a special guest in the latter stages of the qualifying rounds of the UEFA Champions League (this is the first season where UEFA has completely scrapped the group stage in favour of preliminary rounds for all competitions). In total, the key is an unassuming two weeks' worth of football. So if you have an
ambition to do anything more than cherry-pick elements from the regular game, you'll need to grab a bit more. PES 2021's first pieces of promised content arrive in the second week of the key - are updated kits, team changes, player ratings, two new formations, three new stadiums and a few other bits. Another

highlight is the expanded settings system. Now, there's a much more consistent temperature and weather model and weather effects. The trimmings in Brazil are now more varied, with grass and dirt shapes and colours varying over time, while there's also a host of larger changes to the settings interface. The player
ratings are more consistent and more detailed and, if you're after a pure footballing experience, there are now a series of key recommendations to take your setup into the latter stages of the season. And one of the key inclusions is the introduction of the new creams and other colour variations - you can see them in

the screenshots. 5ec8ef588b
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